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UNITED KINGDOM
Customised Tours

6 Nights/7 Days

United Kingdom Union is more than 300 years old and comprises four constituent nations: England,
Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. It occupies all of the island of Great Britain, the north-eastern
portion of the island of Ireland and most of the remaining British Isles.
It's important to remember that the Republic of Ireland is a completely separate state from the United
Kingdom, seceding from the Union and gaining its independence in 1922. The Isle of Man and the
various Channel Islands are "crown dependencies", possessing their own legislative bodies for
domestic legislation with the assent of the Crown. They are not part of the United Kingdom, nor of the
EU, but are not sovereign states in their own right either. The UK has Ireland, France, Belgium and the
Netherlands as its nearest neighbors.
The 'Great' in Great Britain (Britannia Major in Roman times; Grande-Bretagne in French) is to
distinguish it from the other, smaller "Britain": Brittany (Britannia Minor; Bretagne) in northwestern
France.
The UK today is a diverse patchwork of native and immigrant cultures, possessing a fascinating history
and dynamic modern culture, both of which remain hugely influential in the wider world. Although
Britannia no longer rules the waves, the UK is still a popular destination for many travelers. The capital
and largest city of the United Kingdom is London.

Itinerary
Day
1

India – Glasgow

Arrive at Glasgow Airport and transfer to the hotel. Check in at the hotel. Rest of the day is free to
explore the city on your own. Overnight at the Hotel
Day
2

Glasgow

Breakfast at the Hotel. Later proceed on a Guided city tour of Glasgow. Evening at leisure on your own.
Overnight at the Hotel.
Day
3

Glasgow-Edinburgh

Arrive breakfast at the hotel, proceed to Edinburgh, the capital City of Scotland. Check in to your hotel
upon arrival at Edinburgh. With streets steeped in history and a thriving cultural scene, the city of
Edinburgh offers the perfect balance between the traditional and contemporary. Overnight at the Hotel.
Day
4

Edinburgh

Enjoy Breakfast at Hotel. Today proceed to enjoy a Guided city tour of Edinburgh including the
Edinburgh Castle which is a castle fortress and dominates the skyline of the city of Edinburgh.
Overnight at the Hotel.
Day
5

Edinburgh–London

After breakfast at the hotel, check out and transfer to Glasgow Railway Station to board your train to
London. Arrive at London. Proceed to the hotel and complete your check in formalities. Get ready to
discover the London city. During the Guided City tour of London, get panoramic views of all the sights
of London such as the Tower of London, Big Ben, Tower Bridge, Buckingham Palace, Piccadilly
Circus and Hyde Park. Overnight at the hotel.
Day
6

London

After breakfast visit the world famous wax museum “Madame Tussauds” to take some snapshots back
home with you among the stars. Later proceed to enjoy breathtaking and unforgettable views of London
by a flight on the “London Eye”. Spend the evening shopping at the world famous joints like The
‘Harrods’, ‘Oxford Street’ or at leisure discovering the city of London, a bustling metropolis. Overnight
at the hotel.
Day
7

London - India

After breakfast at the hotel, check out and transfer to London Airport. Your tour at the English land ends
and you return home or continue your journey further with much “elegance” along with you.
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